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Description
An illustrated guide to over five decades of  youth  
movements – from sharp-suited mods and acid-dropping 
hippies to leather-clad metalheads and straight-edge hardcore 
punks – Street Culture pieces together a vibrant history of  
countercultural rebellion. 

While the eye-catching attire and headline-grabbing antics 
of  these subcultures are familiar to many, few outsiders 
understand the rhyme and reason that hold them together. 
Street Culture takes readers inside the minds behind the 
elaborate hairstyles, and looks beyond the controversy and 
lurid pop-culture mythology that surrounds each style 
tribe, celebrating this phenomenon as an expression of  
individualism that goes far beyond mere teen rebellion 
and vitally impacts upon the modern world.

Author Information 
Journalist. Lecturer. TV consultant. Gavin Baddeley is 
an acclaimed author who has made a successful career 
of  writing on occult, rock music and trash culture for 
numerous publications. Having served as a consultant 
and interviewee on all UK terrestrial channels, Gavin is 
also active on the academic circuit, and has delivered talks 
at institutions including Cambridge University. He is the 
author of  Lucifer Rising, Dissecting Marilyn Manson, Goth Chic: 
A Connoisseur’s Guide to Dark Culture, Goth: Vamps and Dandies 
and Vampire Lovers: Screen’s Seductive Creatures of  the Night.
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Illustrated with over 125 black and white images, 
chronicling the evolution and revolution of 

British street culture

‘If there’s not a rebellious youth culture, there’s no culture at 
all. It’s absolutely essential. It is the future. This is what we’re 

supposed to do as a species – advance ideas.’ 
John Lydon 
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